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I will teach you to love Raini...



Important aspects of promoting reading 
at school

• The curriculum, the thematic plan - the unquestioned direction of 

the educational process.

• Immersion in reading art literature.



One hour with a book



One hour with a book
QUESTIONS ON THE WORKSHEET–

• What author's work (title) have I read?

• What did I read in 60 minutes?

• What 3 insights did I take away from the work?

• The fate of which character (his/her actions, beliefs, etc.) particularly aroused my 
sympathy? Why?

• How would I describe the language (vocabulary, artistic expression) of the work? 
Examples.

• How did it feel to hold the book in your hands and read it for 60 minutes straight? Why?

• Why, when reading an interesting literary work, is it possible to forget, to relax from the 
daily rush, stress, mandatory duties?

• Color, mark or write down your feelings in 3 places - during the task (reading) - at the 
beginning; during the process; at the end.



Conclusions from such lessons

1. Different experiences of young people reading books.

2. Interesting atmosphere during the lessons.

3. The feeling of a job well done at the end, an invitation to repeat the 

reading in other lessons. 

The reading process is facilitated by:

• a good book;

• the right atmosphere;

• providing time exclusively for reading.



Benefits of participating in the project

1. Reference materials in lectures (reading as a process; its changes in 

the digital age).

2. The National Library in Vilnius - closer to the needs of society.

3. The colors of Alytus, the architecture of Vilnius.



Thank you for your attention!


